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Documents used in researching this project . This study has not been carried out with the rigour which would
usually characterise an academic research subject.
Documents used in researching this project - Catnaps design
GaudÃ-'s first projects were the lampposts he designed for the PlaÃ§a Reial in Barcelona, the unfinished
Girossi newsstands, and the Cooperativa Obrera Mataronense (Workers' Cooperative of MatarÃ³)
building.He gained wider recognition for his first important commission, the Casa Vicens, and subsequently
received more significant proposals.At the Paris World's Fair of 1878 GaudÃ- displayed a ...
Antoni GaudÃ- - Wikipedia
Almost Drone: Entrevista a Fernando Guerra.PDF HÃ¡ cinco dÃ©cadas, o fotÃ³grafo norte-americano Eddie
Adams, da Associated Press, registrou um chefe de polÃ-cia vietnamita no exato momento em que disparou
a arma na cabeÃ§a de um vietcongue.
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